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apple pencil case

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and 
materials used. Provide adult supervision if children participate in this 
project. #225-3866 
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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS: 

Finished Size Approx. 7ʺ x 10ʺ
1. Follow project pattern to piece together squares to make apple design.
2. Cut PUL into 1ʺ strips, then sub-cut into 1ʺ squares. The “apple” requires:  

71 red, 27 blue, 6 green and 6 brown 1ʺ squares.
3. Lay PUL squares on work surface, following pattern to create design. This 

will determine the order in which they are stitched. Make sure the stretch 
is going in same direction for all squares. Side to side is best.

4. Starting with top row, use a 1/4ʺ seam allowance and stitch squares 
together following pattern to create stitched row. Repeat for all rows.

5. Following pattern, pin first row to second row, making sure to match 
intersecting seams. Stitch together using 1/4ʺ seam allowance.  Again, 
repeat for all rows. Note: If rows seem to curl, the completed design will 
lay flatter. 

6. Trim the seam allowance to 1/8” to reduce bulk as well as the curling.
7. Measure stitched design along top and bottom rows. Cut a strip of blue 

PUL 2” wide by length of bottom row and a blue strip 3ʺ by the length of 
the top row. Make sure the stretch of strip matches stretch of row. Sew 
corresponding strips to top and bottom rows. 

8. Measure the sides of the pieced design. Cut 2 blue strips 2ʺ wide by this 
measurement. Make sure the stretch on this vertical strip is, again, going 
in same direction as row. Pin, then stitch side strips to design using 1/4” 
seam allowance. With seam allowance folded toward side strip, topstitch 
on side strip about 1/8ʺ from seam. Trim seam along stitching line.

•	 Babyville Boutique®:
Red Solid PUL, 21” x 24”
Brown Solid PUL, 21” x 24”
Blue Solid PUL, 21” x 24”
Green Solid PUL, 21” x 24”

•	 Dritz® Ball Point Straight Pins
•	 Omnigrid® rotary cutter, mat & 

ruler

•	 Scissors
•	 All-purpose 8ʺ polyester zipper
•	 Graph paper
•	 Pencil
•	 Basic sewing supplies
•	 Pattern



9. Measure the side-to-side width and top-to-bottom length of completed 
pieced design. Cut a piece of blue PUL equal to the width measurement 
by the length measurement plus 4ʺ for the pencil bag back. Make sure 
the stretch of the PUL is across the width. 

10. Position front and back together, right sides together and stitch along 
bottom edge only with 1/4ʺ seam allowance. Open and lay flat. 

11. With right side facing up, pin zipper with teeth facing down, along top of 
the pieced front edge.  Stitch zipper tape to front PUL edge.  

12. Fold zipper back so teeth are now facing up and topstitch PUL along zip-
per teeth to secure in place on PUL. 

13. Next, reposition back and front, right sides together. (Back piece will be 
longer than front.) Pin front zipper tape edge to back PUL edge, right 
sides together, and stitch.  Turn bag to right side and topstitch PUL along 
zipper teeth. Open zipper a few inches, then turn bag back to wrong 
side. Do not close zipper.

14. Lay bag flat, with bottom seam along bottom edge and zipper on front 
of bag. Pin side seams together and stitch using 1/2ʺ seam allowance. 
Make sure to carefully stitch across zipper teeth. 

15. Trim seam allowance and cut corners diagonally. Turn pencil bag to right 
side through zipper opening. 

Skill Level: Some experience necessary Crafting Time: 3-5 hrs


